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I have had the opportunity and pleasure of reading the candidate�s Thesis.
The status of the Thesis is highly satisfactory, thus I recommend it for its defense
under quite minor modi�cations.
In what follows, I will not give a long summary of the contents but I will

rather provide a discussion about its main �nding. I will also provide the re-
searcher with my opinion about publication opportunities and some tip to im-
prove publication chances.
Of the three chapters, clearly chapters 1 and 2 are closely related, while

chapter 3 is of independent value. I consider chapter 2 the main contribution
in this paper. Given my lack of expertise on the study of online platforms, let
me just say that Chapter 3 has a decent chance of publication at an special-
ized industrial organization journal. The argument makes sense. A platform
experiencing waves of low and high demand might �nd it pro�table to favor
low quality suppliers in low-demand stages, saving them from failure in order
to exploit the bene�ts of network size in high-demand stages.
As for chapter 1, I would recommend the author to start the paper with the

example. It is quite an enlightening example on how strategy-proofness fails
under interdependent, uncertain preferences and asymmetric selection rules. I
would then go directly with the main result (the if and only if condition for
strategy-proofness.) Once wrapped-up, this paper may have a reasonable chance
of being published in journals admitting short papers, or else as a note in a
top-�eld journal (at most.) The limitation to two locations may make the
chances at, say, INSIGHTS quite unpredictable. I am not that picky about
the shortcomings of quite an illustrative idea. Yet other reviewers might is �nd
serious if the author tries to sell it as a School Choice problem.
The same shortcoming also runs for Chapter 2, which for me is the most

celebrated chapter in this Thesis. This paper analyzes the incentives to ac-
quire costly information about own preferences in a setup with a strategy-proof
selection mechanism. A powerful result is complementarity in information ac-
quisition, under some reasonable conditions in large markets.
Another nice result is, given such complementarity, that, in terms of utili-

tarian welfare, and assuming the best information acquisition equilibrium, it is
better to break randomness in the selection decision before the game starts.
The author applies this idea to the Deferred Acceptance mechanism that is

increasingly utilized in School Choice. He suggests that even lottery selection
procedures should be realized and communicated to applicants in advance. This
is very nice, and in sharp contrast to the other popular mechanism, the Boston
Mechanism, in which precisely the opposite happens (please cite the working pa-
per linked here: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3017156.)
However, I would not present this suggestion as a mathematical corollary

(Corollary 3,) but rather as an informal argument. The problem is, as with
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chapter 1, that the author must �rst give convincing arguments that the two-
school model is without loss of generality. This is not that immediate to me.
There could however be some assumptions on the distribution of preferences
such that there are no issues. The researcher could think about that for better
publication chances.
I would conclude with two minor comments regarding Chapter 2. First,

there is a typo in the last expression in page 26. No worries, the overall result
is correct. The author mistyped that in the event of preferring location 1 to
location 2 her payo¤ is equal to the uninformed agent�s one. This is not true,
for it is now conditional to preferring location 1 to location 2.
Secondly, and given that complementarity results are given for large markets,

I wonder if k as de�ned is the right variable to consider. I may suggest instead
f , the fraction of agents who choose to get informed. A back-of-the-envelope
calculation gave me that complementaries in in�nitely large markets arise if and
only if f(1� p) � Q. Please check carefully, I might be wrong!
In general, I compliment the researcher for such a satisfactory piece of re-

search. I wish him the best of lucks in his academic career.
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